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j centralised air conditioning plants (CEEW4);
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W14);
ure Phones & Smart Phones (ITEW15);

W16);
sets based on (Liquid Crystal Display and Light Emitting
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Authorisation for Producer of the Electrical & Electronic
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Producer Responsibility - Authorisation for following Electrical
(Management) Rules, 2016
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ived Extended Producer Responsibility plan, a copy of which is

lechanism or collection Centres are set up or designated as per
ed Producer Responsibility plan and that shall be completed

in the EPR Plan (list of collection Centres and the toll free
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ird within sixty days;
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the details given in the Exten
before the proposed dati
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Recyclers India, Shed No.15, R
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available for scrutiny by Central
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; annual sales data along with annual returns;
?ure that the addresses of collection points provided by them in
id traceable and the collection points/centres are functional;

lit revised application for grant of EPR Authorisation in case of

RO or changing its EPR Plan;
nsure that the e-waste collected at collection centres/points or
• mentioned in the application should reach to its authorized

imit to CPCB every quarter the amount of E-waste (in weight) of
ters 8. Mainframes), ITEW2, ITEW3, ITEW4, ITEW5, ITEW6. ITEW7,

•V11, ITEW12, ITEW13, ITEW14, ITEW15 (Feature Phones 8. Smart
EW2, CEEW3 and CEEW4 collected in that quarter and recycled;

lit Enclosure - A of the self-declaration whenever it launches

ovide RoHS information on the booklet and brochures of their

isure that the Bills/Invoices of sale of EEE have to contain
ier, web site link for collection, channelization of e-waste;
aintain all the technical documentation on RoHS for verification

iquired;
the above condition, your authorization will be suspended/

ised person to take prior permission of the Central Pollution
any collection centre/points or any other facility which are part

3l of authorisation shall be made as laid down in sub-rule (vi) of
lanagement) Rules, 2016;
cancel/amend/revoke the authorisation at any time as per the

lment.
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Products;
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information on toll free num

i)  That the applicant has to r

by CPCB/SPCB whenever
j)   In case of any violation

cancelled;
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